
               Letters and Sounds   

ar (as in farm)  

ar is a digraph - the two letters work together to make one sound.     

ar is found in the middle or sometimes at the end of words.  Watch Geraldine the Giraffe 

learn ar in this short video:      https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=QXBQDsgRuMo 

 Go on a hunt around your home to find anything containing the sound ar. Draw a pic-

ture or write a list of anything you find. Can you think of any other ar words? 

 Have a go at being a detective! Have a look through some books to see if you can spot 

any words    containing the sound ar 

Sentence reading game  

This week we have created a separate game to play to practise reading short sentences. First 

cut out the pictures and sentences. Then pick a sentence and have a go at reading it; can you 

find the matching picture? 

    Maths game - Measuring shoes  
Collect a few shoes from different members of your family.  Can you 

place them in order from shortest to longest?   

Pick up two shoes - which feels heavier? Is the longest shoe also the 

heaviest? 

If you have a tape measure or ruler at home, have a go at measuring the 

shoes. You could even write labels for each shoes to say how many cm leach 

one measures.  

 

Can you think of anything else in your home you could play this game with? What the longest 

thing you can find to measure? Can you think of a way to measure something that is longer 

than your tape measure/ruler? Can you find anything that is less than 1cm?  
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Write us a letter!  

We’ve had lots of lovely, interesting and funny emails to our address                                          

reception@coleridgeprimary.net 

This week we’d like you all to write us a letter, telling us what you did in half term. Even though we can’t go 

to lots of places at the moment, we really hope you all have a fun and relaxing week. Maybe you’ll go for a 

nice walk or bike ride somewhere new? Maybe you’ll bake something you haven’t tried before? Maybe 

you’ll have a cosy afternoon watching a movie? Whatever you do, tell us about it! 

Remember to leave spaces between your words and think carefully about the sounds you can hear in each 

word. There might be some words you now know how to spell, such as: I, the, to, go, he, she, we, me, be. 

For words you don’t know, try to break it up into the sounds you can hear and use an alphabet mat to help 

you find the letter that matches the sound you hear. Don’t worry about getting the ‘right spelling’ - just have 

a go!  

Try to write at least one sentence in your letter. You could draw a picture to go with it too!  

When you’ve written your letter, ask someone at home to help you take a photo of it and send it to          

reception@coleridgeprimary.net  We can’t wait to read them! 

Croc and Bird 

Listen to the story ‘Croc and Bird’ again. Here is a  video of the author Alexis Deacon reading the story: 

https://vimeo.com/169850147 

This week we’d like to you find out about the life cycle of a crocodile. We have uploaded some posters for 

you to look at— (see document: Crocodile Lifecycle information) 

Have a go at drawing a picture and writing some labels about the changes a crocodile goes through. What 

do you think their skin feels like? Can you find anything at home or outside to stick on your picture to 

make the crocodile’s skin?  

You could also try to find out some other facts about crocodiles and make a 

fact sheet or poster all about them. We’ve found a PowerPoint about  

crocodiles in Australia for you to look at to get started - (see separate  

document: Crocodiles in Australia). 

Do you know any stories which have a crocodile in? 

 

Now have a think about the changes you have already gone through to grow to be 4 or 5 years old. Does 

your mum or dad have any pictures of you at different stages? It’s lovely to look back at photos; are there 

any photos of you as a ‘bump’ before you were even born? Try to find photos of you at each age from  

new-born right up until now. How have you changed? What can you do now that you couldn't do when 

you were a baby? What can you do now that you couldn’t do when you were 3? 
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